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NEW QUESTION: 1
What command places a host in maintenance mode in AHV?
A. ncli host maintenance host_id
B. acli maintenance_mode.host host_id
C. acli host.enter_maintenance_mode host_id
D. ncli maintenance_mode host=host_id
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which protocols are referenced when creating multiprotocol
permissions in an Isilon implementation?
A. FTP, NFS, and HTTP
B. NFS and SMB only
C. REST and PAPI only
D. HDFS, SMB, and FTP
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the result of a "Consolidate" action on a virtual
machine?
A. All snapshots on the virtual machines will be deleted.
B. Redundant delta disks will be combined and deleted.
C. A new snapshot with memory state will be created.
D. The virtual machine will be reverted to its last snapshot.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
MySQL is installed on a Linux server with the configuration:
Which two methods can change the default options to use the
authentication plug-in that implements SHA-256 hashing for user
account passwords?
A. Add default_authentication_plugin=sha256_password under
[mysqld] in the configuration file.
B. Create user by using CREATE USER 'newuser'@'localhost'
IDENTIFIED WITH '[email&#160;protected]';
C. Create user by using CREATE USER 'newuser' @'localhost' SET
PASSWORD AS '[email&#160;protected]';
D. Add --default_authentication_plugin=sha256_password on the
command line when you invoke the server.
Answer: B,D
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